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Abstract
Background: The last years have seen a renaissance of the vaccine area, driven by clinical needs in infectious
diseases but also chronic diseases such as cancer and autoimmune disorders. Equally important are technological
improvements involving nano-scale delivery platforms as well as third generation adjuvants. In parallel
immunoinformatics routines have reached essential maturity for supporting central aspects in vaccinology going
beyond prediction of antigenic determinants. On this basis computational vaccinology has emerged as a discipline
aimed at ab-initio rational vaccine design.
Here we present a computational workflow for implementing computational vaccinology covering aspects from
vaccine target identification to functional characterization and epitope selection supported by a Systems Biology
assessment of central aspects in host-pathogen interaction. We exemplify the procedures for Epstein Barr Virus
(EBV), a clinically relevant pathogen causing chronic infection and suspected of triggering malignancies and auto-
immune disorders.
Results: We introduce pBone/pView as a computational workflow supporting design and execution of
immunoinformatics workflow modules, additionally involving aspects of results visualization, knowledge sharing
and re-use. Specific elements of the workflow involve identification of vaccine targets in the realm of a Systems
Biology assessment of host-pathogen interaction for identifying functionally relevant targets, as well as various
methodologies for delineating B- and T-cell epitopes with particular emphasis on broad coverage of viral isolates
as well as MHC alleles.
Applying the workflow on EBV specifically proposes sequences from the viral proteins LMP2, EBNA2 and BALF4 as
vaccine targets holding specific B- and T-cell epitopes promising broad strain and allele coverage.
Conclusion: Based on advancements in the experimental assessment of genomes, transcriptomes and proteomes
for both, pathogen and (human) host, the fundaments for rational design of vaccines have been laid out. In
parallel, immunoinformatics modules have been designed and successfully applied for supporting specific aspects
in vaccine design. Joining these advancements, further complemented by novel vaccine formulation and delivery
aspects, have paved the way for implementing computational vaccinology for rational vaccine design tackling
presently unmet vaccine challenges.
Background
Immunological applications of computational biology
date back to the roots of the field, e.g. for deriving
hydrophilicity profiles based on the primary protein
sequence and relating these profiles to B-cell antigeni-
city [1]. While modern immunoinformatics is not as
burgeoning as other areas of bioinformatics (in particu-
lar to note the omics field) there is a well established
community for traversing models of immune responses
into the world of translational research and application.
Recent success examples of immunoinformatics include
contributions to the understanding of H1N1 immunity
[2] and methods to predict determinants of cellular
immune responses for potentially every sequenced class
I HLA-A and -B variant [3]. Even more recently, reviews
aimed at highlighting important concepts of the
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presented [4]. While definitions of computational vacci-
nology vary, a consensus may be formulated as ‘compu-
tational technologies dedicated to supporting and
improving development of vaccines’.
This work intends to point out classical as well as
novel components relevant to computational vaccinol-
ogy. We have chosen an example workflow as the vehi-
cle to convey a basic scaffold and practical application
examples for rational vaccine design. While there has
been some argument concerning the principal feasibility
of rational vaccine design [5] we demonstrate proce-
dures on how computational methods can be harnessed
to streamline the process of vaccine R&D, to reduce
development cost and time, and to ultimately increase
probability of success in formulating novel as well as
improve existing vaccines.
Computational vaccinology embodies a complex col-
lection of (bio)informatics, where a number of core
areas can be identified [4]. One of these involves meth-
ods necessary for understanding the function of proteins
and genes including, as invigorated by next generation
sequencing technologies, assembly and annotation of
genomes. These methods have recently been comple-
mented by computational Systems Biology approaches
with the aim to infuse static biological objects with the
notion of context not only for providing a better under-
standing of a pathogen but specifically for analyzing
host-pathogen interaction. A second major element, fol-
lowing a reductionist approach, confers to epitope
(immune determinant) prediction for delineating targets
of immune responses at highest possible resolution [6].
Due to the inherent complexity of this field with
respect to methodologies applied and for integrating
existing as well as generated data in tight connection
with experimentalists methods for knowledge manage-
ment and remote collaboration become inevitable.
While not strictly bioinformatical in nature these com-
ponents resemble important aspects of computational
vaccinology via fostering an integration of results of
involved bioinformatics and wet lab work into the larger
context of integrated, highly multidisciplinary research
and development. In this second field numerous generic
components such as WIKIs or other collaborative solu-
tions can be used. In this context we in particular pro-
pose network based data viewers which, although
inherently generic, appear particularly well suited to
support heterogeneous data landscapes as found in vac-
cinology in general.
We use Epstein Barr Virus (EBV) as a model for
exemplifying elements of a computational vaccinology
workflow, as this pathogen shows substantial clinical
relevance. However, no broadly applicable vaccine has
been developed so far [7,8].
As a DNA virus causing chronic infection potentially
associated with numerous neoplasms and autoimmune
disorders EBV belongs to a new class of hard to manage
pathogens. This group is characterized by a frequently
chronic, immune-modulatory or immuno-evasive phe-
notype imposing particular pitfalls when applying tradi-
tional vaccine approaches. On the other hand these
pathogens may become addressable by utilizing emer-
ging vaccine technologies [9-11], eventually in combina-
tion with alternative approaches such as peptide
vaccines [12-15].
Next to providing an overview of major building blocks
valuable in computational vaccinology we focus in the fol-
lowing on the concept of workflows. Although generic in
nature we want to stress the particular importance of
computational workflows for integration of heterogeneous
methods and data as found in computational vaccinology.
Here numerous and highly specialized immunoinformatics
as well as more general bioinformatics tools come into
play, which in their totality require temporal and spatial
organization. Temporal organization refers to the need for
following a structured process, e.g. when output of one
functional module is default input for the subsequent
method. Spatial organization refers to the need for distrib-
uted computing for efficiently handling tasks. We discuss
our workflow design approach utilizing the Taverna plat-
form [16]. While workflows are important for structuring
R&D processes their interim results data can be utterly
overwhelming just by the sheer amount and heterogeneity
of output generated. We therefore address specific issues
to be considered when implementing a bioinformatics
workflow for control, organization and data/results visuali-
zation supporting computational vaccinology.
Results
Workflow overview
We in the following present an example workflow for a
vaccine design R&D project centrally resting on compu-
tational vaccinology. We define scope, functional mod-
ules and a set of technologies relevant in this context, as
schematically presented in Figure 1.
Evident from Figure 1, computational vaccinology
resembles comparable procedure as applied in any vaccine
design project. Before project start the medical, scientific
and application perspective needs to be analyzed. Infor-
matics provides a number of tools already supporting this
early phase. Generic knowledge management systems, in
particular WIKIs, facilitate handling of literature and
results sharing in particular in a distributed, collaborative
research environment. Next to supporting knowledge
management, tools from literature mining are well suited
for identifying and analyzing routes to take regarding the
design of a vaccine for a specific pathogen. For example,
NCBI MeSH terms (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/
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Page 2 of 28Figure 1 Prototypic representation of a (computational) vaccine design workflow. The scheme spans the entire pre-clinical project life
cycle from concept phase, determination of vaccine targets, further to detailed epitope analysis, formulation, and experimental validation. The
entire process is optimally embedded in an integrated data and knowledge management framework.
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cal vocabulary associated with all publications in Medline,
allow retrieval of pathogen-to-disease associations. In the
case of EBV e.g. associations with autoimmune diseases as
well as cancer are revealed by identification of co-occur-
rence of pathogen and disease categories as found in the
scientific literature. Indeed, EBV has been associated with
numerous autoimmune disorders and malignancies as
summarized in Table 1.
Certainly additional evidence is needed for verifying
such associations, to be retrieved either by applying
more subtle text mining methods or ideally by involving
domain experts. However, in the case of EBV the litera-
ture derived association is supported by various further
evidence regarding the etiological link between the virus
and prevalent diseases including Multiple Sclerosis and
Rheumatoid Arthritis as well as nasopharyngeal neo-
plasms and lymphomas, although considerable criticism
remains regarding these associations [17,18].
After clarifying generic project boundaries the further
procedures can be separated into two main sections.
The first section includes identification of vaccine tar-
gets integrating a broad range of computational
methodologies in tight interaction with domain knowl-
edge and given experimental data.
The second section comprises target protein analysis
and epitope selection specifically focusing on the type of
immune response needed for addressing a particular
pathogen, but also taking care of the envisaged formula-
tion and delivery platform to be used. T-cell epitope
prediction e.g. is particularly well suited for target pro-
tein ranking in the context of DNA vaccines for improv-
ing reactivity in a given (MHC specific) patient
population. Alternatively, putative B- and T-cell epitopes
may be selected for designing peptide vaccines.
A central aspect in downstream formulation is the use
of adjuvants (e.g. in the case of DNA vaccines interleu-
kins may be explicitly coded) to increase immunogeni-
city, and equally important to direct the immune
response towards making use of desired effectors (such
as humoral versus cytotoxic immune response). Formu-
lated vaccines in a next step have to be validated in ani-
mal models for analyzing efficiency in the in-vivo
(challenge) situation, complemented by in-vitro assays
e.g. testing neutralizing effects of antibodies and reactiv-
ity of T-cell epitopes.
Table 1 Association between autoimmune diseases, neoplasms and pathogens as found by NCBI MeSH
pathogen autoimmune disease # co-
occurrence
pathogen neoplasm # co-
occurrence
Measles virus Multiple Sclerosis 384 Papillomaviridae Uterine Cervical Neoplasms 5854
Herpesvirus 4, Human Arthritis, Rheumatoid 279 Helicobacter pylori Stomach Neoplasms 3231
Campylobacter jejuni Guillain-Barre Syndrome 167 Papillomaviridae Carcinoma, Squamous Cell 2252
Enterovirus B, Human Diabetes Mellitus, Type 1 164 Papillomaviridae Cervical Intraepithelial
Neoplasia
1922
Campylobacter jejuni Polyradiculoneuropathy 150 Herpesvirus 4,
Human
Cell Transformation, Viral 1899
Herpesvirus 4, Human Multiple Sclerosis 136 Herpesvirus 4,
Human
Burkitt Lymphoma 1853
Herpesvirus 4, Human Lupus Erythematosus, Systemic 126 Hepatitis B virus Liver Neoplasms 1673
Helicobacter pylori Purpura, Thrombocytopenic,
Idiopathic
124 Hepatitis B virus Carcinoma, Hepatocellular 1615
Theilovirus Multiple Sclerosis 118 Herpesvirus 4,
Human
Nasopharyngeal Neoplasms 1518
Herpesvirus 6, Human Multiple Sclerosis 113 Herpesvirus 8,
Human
Sarcoma, Kaposi 1391
Mycobacterium tuberculosis Arthritis, Rheumatoid 110 Hepacivirus Carcinoma, Hepatocellular 1005
Escherichia coli Arthritis, Rheumatoid 101 Hepacivirus Liver Neoplasms 996
Chlamydophila pneumoniae Multiple Sclerosis 74 Herpesvirus 4,
Human
Hodgkin Disease 975
Streptococcus pyogenes Arthritis, Rheumatoid 61 Simian virus 40 Cell Transformation, Viral 860
Human T-lymphotropic virus
1
Multiple Sclerosis 61 Herpesvirus 4,
Human
Lymphoma 753
Lymphocytic
choriomeningitis virus
Diabetes Mellitus, Type 1 61 Oncogenic Viruses Neoplasms 720
Rubella virus Multiple Sclerosis 61 Helicobacter pylori Lymphoma, B-Cell, Marginal
Zone
704
Table 1 lists the most frequent co-occurrences found between disease (autoimmune disorders and malignancies) and pathogen terms according to MeSH term
mining of scientific literature given in Medline. HHV4 (EBV) entries are given in bold.
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grated data and knowledge management framework.
Dedicated knowledge management tools are available
for reflecting specific procedural structure and access
permissions for following standard operating procedures
(SOPs). Data representation and visualization generically
support such workflows, which, together with a more
detailed view on selected procedures raised here, will be
discussed in the following sections.
pBone/pView concepts and implementation
We consider computational workflows as essential for
structuring computational vaccinology. Our implemen-
tation, pBone/pView, revolves about the idea of modu-
lar, pre-defined tasks linked in vaccine (pathogen)
specific workflows. Various tools are readily available for
supporting computational workflow design, including
Taverna, Triana, Kepler and Pegasus [19]. The process
(Back) Bone (pBone) takes care of storing and providing
process templates and supervising execution of instances
of templates on available resources (be it a single server
or a cluster). Process View (pView) takes data generated
in the workflows, connects (relates) them to what is
already available for a particular project and provides a
visualization interface, in some aspects comparable to
Jalview [20]. The overall concept of pBone and pView is
shown in Figure 2.
Taverna provides a graphical user interface to create
and execute workflows. For creating pBone workflows
the user is provided with access to a set of specialized
web services provided by a central pBone server. The
pBone web services wrap existing software applications
and integrate them into pBone without modification.
This web service-centered environment supports data
comparison and identification and allows data tracking.
In the context of pBone a workflow is a set of tasks
which depend on their predecessors. Workflows are
typically sequential, but branching is possible. If created
as atomic as possible, larger workflows can be custo-
mized from these generic elements for customizing the
flow for specific project requirements. Such workflows
furthermore allow researchers to adapt to the fast chan-
ging bioinformatics tools environment.
A central idea of pBone is to gather the data produced
by workflows into dedicated projects. A project is
defined through a basic set of descriptors such as pro-
ject name (e.g. EBV), creator, creation date, etc. The
amount of project information is kept small on purpose,
as pBone and pView are not supporting conventional
project management requirements but centrally serve in
data generation and subsequent analysis. For a specific
project a user may run a customized workflow (or work-
flow component, e.g. including a newly sequenced EBV
isolate). pBone then automatically adds results (multiple
alignment) to the associated project and merges these
with results of previously run workflow elements for the
specific project. pView is designed as a downstream
results data exploration environment. A central part of
pView is flexible data loading and visualization. The
researcher controls a set of specific visualization ele-
ments for various data formats at hand. Central visuali-
zation modes include protein/nucleotide sequences,
sequence alignments, and diverse data compatible with
line and block graphs or plain text.
pBone
pBone itself does not execute workflows, these are
h a n d l e db yt h eT a v e r n aR e m o t eE x e c u t i o nS e r v e r .
pBone in conjunction with pView provides the remote
execution server with entire XML workflow templates
including input files required. Each computational task
is wrapped into a specific interface for providing addi-
tional functionality (Module Wrapper). Wrapper func-
tionality for external software applications is to retrieve
data, as well as to register and link new data objects. All
available computational modules are registered at the
Module Registration Global Web Service. SOAP based
web services thereby provide a de-facto standard
method for remote access to computational resources.
A wrapper consists of two parts: (a) an XML based
configuration file which defines the input required, out-
put generated, and how these are connected with the
actual service, and (b) a Java class launching the service
and handling pBone specific tasks.
The process of invoking a service on pBone starts by
retrieving or storing new data files. To minimize data
traffic pBone deposits all incoming and generated data
files into a predefined location on the pBone server, the
Central File Heap. Each file receives a unique identifier,
and a unique md5 hash [21] is calculated. The md5
hash is used to determine if two files are identical to
avoid saving files multiple times. A service wrapper has
access to the file heap and retrieves files as necessary.
The wrapper then builds an execution command for the
service and provides input files as needed. The XML
configuration file provides the mapping information for
the command. This XML file defines which parameters
are visible to the user when creating a workflow and
how these parameters are mapped on the service. The
wrapper then starts the services with a unique home
directory for invocation. These unique home directories
are necessary to ensure that each generated file can be
identified. After the service has finished, the wrapper
collects files generated and deposits them into the file
heap. The next task of the wrapper is to retrieve data
objects saved in the files. This additional level of
abstraction allows pBone to identify multiple objects in
one file (like a batch of EBV sequences in one FastA
file, where each sequence is represented by a data
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object identifiers, furthermore their relation and the
input data object is stored. This connection builds up
the hierarchical structure in which objects are grouped.
In addition to the parent-child connection of data
objects, pBone is able to determine if two data objects
are identical. If a researcher starts two workflows with
the same input file (e.g. one for generating a multiple
sequence alignment and one for computing secondary
structure) within a project, pBone recognizes this redun-
dancy, and the two resulting hierarchical data object
structures are merged. This allows users to run multiple
workflows with the same initial data at various project
stages and still maintain relations between runs.
pBone introduces three different types for categorizing
individual data objects:
1. Sequences are either protein or nucleotide
sequences.
2. Descriptors are objects that provide additional
information about another object. A descriptor can
be, for example, antigenicity, average secondary
structure element propensity, or any other sequence
feature. A descriptor can be linked to all other data
object types by including another descriptor.
3 .T h eE n t i t yt y p eo fo b j e c t s .A ne x a m p l ef o ra n
Entity is e.g. a multiple sequence alignment as this
data set does not provide additional information
about a single sequence and is not one single
sequence as such. The multiple sequence alignment
is to some extent a set of sequences but through the
alignment additional information is provided.
The last job of the wrapper is to map output of a ser-
vice according to the XML configuration file, and return
unique identifiers which can be used as input for the
next service in the workflow.
pBone and pView store data from different origin into
one database. This data diversity naturally complicates
development of individual parts of the system. A basic
set of interfaces was designed to allow access to indivi-
dual components within pBone. To build a more robust
and flexible database access system pBone and pView
use the Hibernate (http://www.hibernate.org) persistence
manager. Hibernate hides all database related operations
from the user and reduces development time and error
Figure 2 Schematic overview of the relation between the Taverna Workbench, Taverna Remote Execution Server, pBone and pView:
Workflow templates are generated in the Taverna Workbench and imported into the pBone system via pView. pView then acts as control
element for project creation/extension, data import and processing in pBone. Individual components of pBone are set into relation including
dependency on Taverna Remote Execution Server for processing of Taverna workflows.
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tional database. Hibernate takes care of most of the
database need of the system and allows simplified
change of the backend database server by altering a con-
figuration file. This enables pBone and pView to be
deployed in existing environments without the need for
a new database infrastructure.
pView
Whereas pBone is responsible for data generation it is
the purpose of pView to aid users in analysis of results.
Projects are created in pView and workflows are
launched through it. To launch a workflow pView
makes use of the Taverna Remote Execution Client plu-
gin. After launching a workflow the user is able to add
data and their structure to the project. At this point
users have connections to newly processed, as well as to
existing data. To facilitate data exploration pView pro-
vides a visualization front-end allowing to open different
content in various formats within pView, additionally
providing customized plugins. A visualization plugin
consists of two components: The first reads data from a
generic source according to its format and represents
them in an arbitrary data structure. The second compo-
nent uses this structure and builds a visual representa-
tion. Figure 3 exemplarily displays sequence and
structure visualization. pView provides a set of default
visualization methods including support for multiple
sequence alignment, single sequences, as well as various
types of graphs.
Generally, navigation in large data sets is problematic.
Similarly, determining the exact position of amino acids
in a MSA (multiple sequence alignment), and at the
same time in multiple, associated graphs is cumbersome.
pView provides a marking system that allows the selec-
tion of a range of positions in one data object (e.g. in a
sequence alignment) and this selection is then propa-
gated to all associated data objects (e.g. identifying the
marked sequence stretch in the corresponding sequence
stretch of the antigenicity profile). The relationship
between objects is defined by pBone during workflows
execution. Multiple selections are possible and each
selection can be saved, making it persistent in the
pBone database. Adding a comment to a specific selec-
tion allows users to document conclusions drawn from
specific data analysis tracks.
pBone and pView shall serve as example workflow
implementation for structuring two central procedures
in computational vaccinology discussed next: identifica-
tion of target proteins, followed by identification of anti-
genic determinants.
Figure 3 A typical workflow situation utilizing pView. On top a multiple sequence alignment is provided. For the sequences various single
sequence profiles are given in separate windows further including a 3D model of the protein of interest.
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Some generic reasoning applies for selecting vaccine tar-
gets. Generally, a target should be reasonably conserved
across pathogen isolates, while being dissimilar to host
factors. Functionalities which are easily lost without
gross detrimental effects for the pathogen are not suita-
ble. If a number of sequenced strains is available func-
tional annotation is helpful for assessing essentiality of a
particular factor. In this area the interface to bioinfor-
matics procedures for (next generation) sequencing,
annotation and data handling is obvious.
If (unfortunately) no specific information on the pro-
teome is available and consequently proteome-wide anti-
genicity prediction becomes necessary a ranking of
targets may be performed based on suitable classes of
cytotoxic and helper T-cell epitopes, lack of cross-reac-
tivity with the host, and conservation of epitopes across
strains. Vaccines focusing on humoral (B-cell) responses
add some further layers of complexity. Antibody targets
are preferred to be accessible (extracellular). If no func-
tional sites (for example protein-protein interaction
interfaces of toxins, or protease active sites relevant for
pathogenicity) are targeted then the antigen has to be
strongly expressed or concentrated on certain patches of
the pathogen surface to allow antibody-dependent cell-
mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) or opsonization. Compu-
tationally this mingles into prediction of expression
(particularly for bacteria) and analysis of respective tran-
scriptomics and/or proteomics data. Numerous bioinfor-
matics routines for functional annotation and prediction
of function [22,23], as well as prediction of sub-cellular
localization are useful in this context. Resources such as
the pathogen antigen database AntigenDB [24] add
value when combined with tools for sequence or HMM-
based homology search, furthermore including fold
recognition methods for detection of remote homolo-
gues. Some aspects of protective antigens have been
integrated into dedicated predictors of vaccine targets
such as VaxiJen [25].
EBV is a relatively well studied organism; conse-
q u e n t l yw ei nt h ef o l l o w i n gr e l yo nm a p p i n go fk n o w n
protective epitopes derived from other herpesviruses as
well as on literature data concerning relevance of poten-
tial target proteins for the viral life-cycle. We included
these aspects in a Systems Biology approach to reach
further insight into the pathogenicity mechanisms of
EBV. The following sections specifically focus on these
aspects.
Homology mapping of given B-cell epitopes
The aim of B-cell epitope prediction in vaccine design is
to identify regions which should be targeted, or, equally
important, avoided. The latter include, among others,
immunodominant and/or highly variable regions which
can act as decoy epitopes (diverting immune responses
from more effective targets), and which may provide lit-
tle cross-protection between isolates. Selected epitopes
ideally confer to an area on the protein relevant for
function. Antibodies targeted at such sites are referred
to as neutralizing, although neutralization of a pathogen
may also result from other effects as ADCC, being more
dependent on antigen density on a surface rather than
on a specific functional site.
B-cell epitopes (antibody binding sites) are intrinsically
less stringently defined than T-cell epitopes. Neverthe-
less, due to their relevance in immunology numerous
in-silico methods for their prediction have been pub-
lished. Many of these focus on the prediction of linear
B-cell epitopes, some on discontinuous epitopes, and
very few attempt to build models for neutralizing epi-
topes [6,26]. The latter are usually considered ideal tar-
gets for vaccines, since the simple binding process may
already lead to inactivation of the pathogen or key
pathogenicity functionalities. Due to the scarcity of such
prediction systems, the availability of utility data, and
overall interest in neutralizing immune responses, we
have equipped our B-cell epitope discovery workflow
with an epitope homology mapping process. This pro-
cess makes use of already known epitopes to discover
new candidates by using information about experimen-
tally validated epitopes and homology (or remote
homology between proteins from the whole pathogen
family).
The 31,844 Herpesviridae-associated sequences down-
loaded from the NCBI formed the basis for a protein
homology network. Position specific iterated BLAST
(PSI-BLAST) [27] was used to add edges (relations)
between proteins based on their degree of homology.
For each of the 31,844 sequences three iterations against
the uniref90-database [28] were performed to generate a
PSSM (position specific scoring matrix) which was used
to perform a single BLAST search against the Herpesvir-
idae sequence set. The resulting hits from the final
BLAST search were considered as homologues of the
initial query protein. For each resulting hit holding an
expect value below 10
-20 an edge between query protein
and hit protein was added to the graph. Additional
information such as the alignment, expect-value and
alignment score were stored as edge attributes. Applying
this procedure for all 31,844 Herpesviridae-associated
proteins resulted in a weighted, directed graph. This
graph does not only connect obviously homologous pro-
teins, but also allows inferring remote homologies.
Epitopes retrieved from the IEDB were filtered in a
manner such that the resulting set of epitopes fulfilled
the following four criteria: 1) B-cell epitopes of the type
‘continuous’, 2) source organism must not be EBV, 3) at
least one association with a positive assay, 4) antibody
binding must result in biological activity. Remaining
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and connected to the vertex representing their source
protein. Few epitopes could not be directly connected
because their source protein was not in the initial set of
herpesviridae proteins. In these cases a single BLAST
search against the initial set of herpesviridae proteins
was conducted to identify the best substitution for the
original protein source sequence. The resulting directed
graph connects the set of selected B-cell epitopes with
their source proteins which are connected to their
homologs. Therefore, based on a given epitope this pro-
cedure allows identification of proteins which contain a
region homologous to the original linear epitope region.
The epitope protein homology graph was used to map
any of the given epitopes on any of the given EBV
sequences. Therefore all possible paths up to a length of
three between any of the epitopes and any of the EBV
sequences were explored and evaluated by the following
criteria: 1) length of the path, 2) quality of the align-
ment, 3) is the region of the linear epitope within the
alignment, and 4) conservation of the linear epitope
region.
After evaluation of the four criteria the highest scoring
path was selected and further evaluated by secondary
structure comparison and domain alignment between
the affected proteins. Figure 4 gives an overview of
selected shortest paths between known epitopes and the
EBV protein gp110.
The major advantage of this method compared to PSI-
BLAST alone is that the generated PSSM is otherwise
centered between identified proteins, possibly posing a
problem for borderline homology. Starting from indivi-
dual identified proteins may therefore yield different
PSSMs from homology space thereby increasing
sensitivity.
Explorative data representation
Analysis of complex data of multiple object types and
their relations require viewers capable of representation
based on a different paradigm. A general trend is repre-
sentation of complex biological and associated data in
the form of networks. To some level similar to represen-
tations of MindMaps [29] context (edge) arranged con-
tent (vertices associated with data) allows display of
diverse object types such as publications, proteins, pep-
tides or validation data using specific vertex classes
brought into relation via specific edge classes. Figure 5
shows an example derived for EBV data.
The graph given in Figure 5 visualizes a subgraph of
selected IEDB content and relations. Utilizing such a
representation significantly supports the identification of
epitope dependencies, their source organisms, and asso-
ciated experimental validation status. As an extension to
the IEDB the graph links protein variants given in IEDB
to a homology network of sequenced herpes viruses.
Sequences can thus be linked in a straightforward way
by bioinformatics means, further enriched by biological
Figure 4 Presented is an overview of the epitope mapping process. The upper part depicts a subgraph comprising shortest paths between
known epitopes and EBV gp110. The lower part of the figure shows the first 300 positions of a multiple secondary structure alignment of
homologous envelope glycoproteins of EBV, HHV-5, HHV-1 and EHV-2. To improve readability secondary structures are color coded (helical areas
in red, beta sheets in green, coils in blue, signal peptides in yellow and gaps in grey). The black strands above the multiple alignment mark
possible mapping positions with respect to their position on the gp110 protein of EBV which are connected to their predecessor in the shortest
path.
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Page 9 of 28information (epitopes, neutralization status, etc.) and
experimental records (assay records, etc.). Various utili-
ties exist for generating such network views including
CytoScape [30] which also provides various layout
options.
Systems biology
The concept of systems biology is intrinsically biological
with some different technological interpretations
attached. The basic idea is to view not single, isolated
biological objects like transcripts and proteins, but to
take their dependencies into account, i.e. interpreting
objects in their context. Understanding the host-patho-
gen interaction allows to shed light on the molecular
mechanism connecting infection and disease, being at
the core of designing effective vaccines. In the context
of EBV this is particularly interesting due to the associa-
tion with numerous malignancies. The basic idea of
using Systems Biology in target selection is to identify
essential elements of viral pathogenicity and to select
most crucial pathogen components as targets. In the
course of this process other issues become relevant, like
the use of druggable host (or pathogen) proteins amen-
able to established medical regimen suitable for auxiliary
treatment along therapeutic vaccines.
To obtain a basic set of experimentally determined
EBV-EBV and EBV-human protein interaction, we
extracted protein interaction data provided by Fossum
et al. [31] and Calderwood et al. [32]. These given
records were further enriched by interaction data speci-
fied in the virusMINT database [33]. While physical
interactions are of high value, more complex dependen-
cies may exist between two factors, for example by
indirect interaction or genetic co-regulation. For repre-
senting such data human genes differentially regulated
in the course of EBV primary and re-infection presented
by Chen et.al (the Meta-A dataset) [34] were connected
using shortest paths utilizing the human proteome inter-
action network omicsNET [35]. This resulting subgraph
was merged with the EBV-EBV and EBV-human sub-
graphs as noted above, and further enriched by direct
omicsNET connections between the two sets of pro-
teins. Further protein-protein interactions between
human components given in the graph were added if
such an interaction was supported by entries in at least
one of four commonly used databases (namely Ophid
[36], IntAct [37], BioGrid [38] and Reactome [39]).
A subgraph was exemplarily selected to demonstrate
the merits of such integrated interpretation for under-
standing viral function and subsequently for hypothesis
generation supporting target selection. Figure 6 shows
specific interaction types and selected protein products
of differentially expressed genes in the neighborhood of
CD9, a cofactor of CD21 which is the EBV receptor on
B-cells [40].
For the generation of this subgraph vertices directly
connected to CD9, as well as next neighbors were
Figure 5 Representation of heterogeneous data in a network context. Provided is a subgraph encoding information available for EBV
homology data enriched by IEDB object types, relationships and content. Red nodes represent EBV proteins from completely sequenced
proteomes which are linked to IEDB data. Turquoise nodes represent proteins listed in the IEDB, orange triangles represent scientific publications,
blue diamonds represent peptide epitopes, and green diamonds encode experimental assays.
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which all connected human factors and EBV proteins
were added, further enriched by proteins differentially
regulated and directly connected.
Generation of homology models
For B-cell epitope prediction within this EBV example
two proteins were exemplarily chosen to demonstrate a
bioinformatics sample process and relevant biological
rationale. BALF4 (gp110) and BLLF1 (gp350/gp220) are
both essential, surface accessible and well studied com-
ponents of infectious EBV [41-43]. For both proteins at
least partial 3D structures are available in the PDB.
gp220 is a splice variant of gp350 [44] lacking a long,
according to prediction, strongly glycosylated and intrin-
sically disordered region being rich in repeats.
Unfortunately these structures are incomplete, primarily
lacking some short loops or otherwise unresolved residues,
or are non-identical to the sequence of the reference virus
used in this study (EBV type 1). While a certain degree of
variability will usually not lead to a substantially altered
structure it is recommended to visually inspect where
changes occur within a 3D context, and also to confirm via
homology modeling if these changes might interfere with the
structure. In the case of missing loops adding the sequences
in structure modeling at least provides an idea which regions
m a yb el e s sa c c e s s i b l eb ya n t i b o d i e s ,o rw h i c hl o o p sa r e
structurally favorable to use as continuous B-cell epitopes.
Model templates applied for the EBV example made
use of the PDB entries 3FVC and 2H6O for gp110 and
gp350, respectively. While 2H6O directly served as tem-
plate for monomeric gp350, gp110 presumably forms
trimers [43,45]. As multimerization of proteins massively
alters accessibility of protein domains the likely quatern-
ary structure was retrieved through the PQS interface of
PDBe (also part of wwPDB) [46]. Homology modeling
was then based on this trimer.
Figure 6 Selection of vertices and edges from the EBV-human interaction graph centered around differentially regulated CD9. EBV
proteins are shown in red, human proteins in green. Solid lines indicate physical interactions, dashed lines omicsNET connections. Red, blue and
green edges indicate EBV-EBV, EBV-human and human-human interactions, respectively. Human genes significantly differentially regulated upon
infection/reactivation are shown as hexagon.
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serving as template for gp350 superimposed with the
modeled structure of EBV type 1. The alignment
reveals overall very little dissonance between the struc-
tures. Glycosylation was taken from the original struc-
ture. Figure 8 shows the optimized trimer model of
gp110. One of the added loops is particularly extended
(57 residues) and presumably different from the pro-
posed models. Yet it can be beneficial to visualize the
approximate extent of a loop for manual epitope
selection.
Identification of antigenic determinants
Prediction of B-cell epitopes
We applied various methods for B-cell epitope predic-
tion involving individual sequences or multiple sequence
alignments. Sequences for multiple alignments were
manually selected based on homology. In general selec-
tion from multiple species (rather than multiple isolates)
is possible but certainly carries substantial risks. Differ-
ent viruses, in some cases even isolates of the same
virus, can alter tissue tropism and may therefore show
characteristic changes in their surface glycoproteins.
Figure 7 Structural alignment of gp350 (PDB entry 2H6O, turquoise)a n dE B Vt y p e1g p 3 5 0N - t e r m i nal domain model (green).
Mutations differentiating the two proteins are highlighted by red spheres. Glycosylations (which are part of the 2H6O structure) are drawn in
blue and indicate which residues may not be directly accessible to antibodies. Mutations are located outside the CD21 interacting region which
is non-glycosylated and has been implicated in neutralizing immunity. The arrow indicates the CD21/gp350 interface.
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bility connected to low relevance. To alleviate this pro-
blem for our example scenario, isolate-specific EBV
sequences and those of closely related viruses (Callitri-
chine herpesvirus 3 and Pongine herpesviruses 1-3)
were aligned to gp110. In the case of gp350 sequences
from Cercopithicine herpesvirus 15 and Macacine her-
pesvirus 4 were added. All four mentioned non-EBV
viruses belong to the genus Lymphocryptovirus and can
therefore be considered as close relatives of EBV.
B-cell epitopes aimed at blocking virus entry or inhibi-
tion of viral functions responsible for pathogenesis were
then predicted by semi-automatically creating a consen-
sus table comprising results of all applied methods
represented on the level of the consensus sequence. A
graphical representation of epitope areas for gp110 is
given in Figure 9.
Aim was the selection of peptides of at most 15 amino
acids in length. For considering a particular protein
region as a candidate for protective immune responses
(reflecting functional importance as well as antigenicity)
at least one of two methods implicated for functional
relevance of a linear segment was required to produce a
positive prediction in the region, augmented and further
localized by at least two different B-cell epitope predic-
tion methods. In addition, surface accessibility, accessi-
bility changes through putative multimerization, and
variability were taken into consideration. Briefly, pep-
tides should be well accessible as measured by side
chain solvent accessibility determined either from the
3D model where available, or by sequence-based predic-
tion. In addition multimerization should not (or only
marginally) alter solvent accessibility of candidate sites
on monomers, as this would indicate potential hin-
drance for accessibility to antibodies. Effects of multimer
formation were only assessed for gp110 within the area
where the experimental 3D structure was available, as
no multimer models are available for gp350. Sequence
variability determined from multiple alignments was
integrated by shifting peptides where possible to foster a
(hypothetical) broadly effective vaccine.
In standard vaccine development settings all available
data including experimentally mapped peptides would
be integrated to enable an expert in the field to con-
clude on optimal candidates. In computational vaccinol-
ogy one validation approach is against experimental
sources. In our example validation of predictions were
done against IEDB data. In the case of EBV gp110 no
neutralizing epitopes have been described so far, which
may be astonishing as this protein is among the most
conserved sequences of herpesviruses, and resembles an
essential component of the attachment/membrane
fusion mechanism [47]. Neutralizing epitopes have in
contrast been described in HHV-1, HHV-5 and EHV-2
homologues, and these were mapped to gp110. While
these mapped epitopes may be neutralizing based on
blocking function there is of course also the possibility
that indicated regions are neutralizing through a
mechanism requiring high surface density of the target
protein, e.g. opsonization with complement components.
Also, dominance of gp110 and gp350 homologues in
cellular attachment can be different even among closely
related herpesviruses [48]. While experimental clarifica-
tion is pending we consider the gp110 peptides identi-
fied by homology mapping as being part of neutralizing
epitopes as valid assumption. Neutralizing gp350 epi-
topes were published by Urquiza et al. [42], conse-
quently validation is straightforward.
Over the entire sequence of gp110 19 non-overlapping
peptides of 15 residues length at maximum were
selected. Seven of those were excluded because of
Figure 8 The optimized model for the EBV type 1 gp110
protein is given. Monomers are drawn in green, red and blue. The
arrow indicates one of the large coils added by homology
modeling. The lower part is close to the viral membrane while the
stem and head extend into the solvent and are free for molecular
interaction. Potential glycosylations were not further considered.
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of more than 30% of the peptide sequence). Of the
remaining 12 candidates, two substantially overlapped
with protective peptides as mapped onto gp110. Another
mapped sequence reported as neutralizing peptide was
missed, however, the immunogenicity of this particular
peptide is unclear as the indicated region should be
inaccessible according to MEMSAT3 prediction and
UniProt [49] entries. One of the likely neutralizing epi-
topes is in part affected by multimerization but was
accepted after manual inspection of the crystal structure
(serving as example for the importance of manual
results integration and analysis).
From a biological but also from a vaccine design per-
spective it makes sense to target amino acid repeats, as
these may carry relevant functionality and allow to
cover extended areas of a target using a single peptide
for immunization. Among the two methods applied for
detection of internal repeats, RADAR presented by
Heger and Holm [50] identified five repeats, and HHre-
pID derived by Biegert and Söding [51] identified four
repeats. Results of these procedures are presented in
Table 2.
Manual analysis of the repeat regions showed that the
five repeats with three variants, each of length 18,
strongly overlapped with a 12-mer repeat which exists
in only two variants and also occurred a sixth time. The
specific motif of this repeat is ‘VTTPTPNAT[SG]PT’.
Presumably this shorter variant has been missed due to
maximizing repeat length rather than number of occur-
rences. This repeat is the most prevalent and invariant
motif identified, and strongly enriched in six copies
found between residues 512 and 614 of gp350, while
lacking in the alternative splice product gp220 (deletion
of residues 502-698) [52]. Five of these repeats are pre-
sent as ‘VTTPTPNATSPT’, which was subsequently
included into the list of candidate B-cell epitopes as this
region is encompassed by good solvent-accessibility,
albeit also N-glycosylation might appear. Only one of
these copies (residues 561-572) is associated with a pre-
dicted, putatively neutralizing epitope, yet repeats are
Figure 9 Representation of the gp110 putative trimer surface and secondary structure cartoons in lateral and top view (left to right).
Monomers are drawn in green, violet and cyan. Regions covered by predicted, potentially neutralizing epitiopes are shown in blue, residues
predicted to be glycosylated are given in brown. Areas coded in red were experimentally shown to be neutralizing in homologous proteins of
other herpesviruses, while areas coded in orange were additionally predicted as epitopes. The orange spot at the stem of the molecule indicates
the terminus of a neutralizing epitope close to the N-terminus of the protein (unfortunately only partially resolved in the structure model).
Table 2 Repeats identified by RADAR
start stop peptide variant
521 538 TSPTPAVTTPTPNATSPT 1
542 559 TTPTPNATSPTLGKTSPT 2
563 580 TTPTPNATSPTLGKTSPT 2
584 601 TTPTPNATSPTLGKTSPT 2
605 621 TTPTPNATGPTVGETSPQ3
Table 2 lists residues dissimilar to peptide sequence variant (1) in bold,
identical repeats are considered as one variant.
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diction of neutralization in the vicinity of one of these
therefore further supported the selection of the minimal
motif. Interestingly, Urquiza et al. [42] summarized
reports of monoclonal antibodies mapping to the given
(or closely associated) repeats, apparently confirming
presented considerations.
Table 3 lists some commonly used amino acid-focused
quality metrics for B-cell epitope prediction, while Table
4 focuses on validation on a peptide basis, assuming
that substantial overlap or sub-selections of neutralizing
epitopes can have the same effect as the entire/exact
epitope sequence.
To account for the effects of repeat peptides where a
s i n g l ep e p t i d ec o v e r sm u l t i p l es i t e st h r e ed i f f e r e n t
results were included in Table 3. In the first approach
selection of the repeat is neglected, interpreting con-
s t i t u e n tr e s i d u e so fas i n g l eo c c u r r e n c ea sf a l s en e g a -
tives. In the second row only one repeat is considered
predicted, the others are considered true negatives. In
the third row all repeats are considered epitopes and
predicted as such (true positives). While the latter is
probably most consistent with reality it biases valida-
tion as a single peptide drastically increases the num-
ber of true positives. It is also obvious that neglecting
the repeat strongly reduces sensitivity of predictions.
Based on single amino acid evaluation, accuracy and
specificity are good while sensitivity could be
improved. This impression is alleviated, however, by
considering entire peptides. Table 4 shows that in
gp110 two out of three, and in gp350 four out of four
neutralizing epitopes were re-discovered, where only
one of the four is the repeat peptide. In the case of
gp350 validation is found to be less biased than for
gp110, as epitopes accepted as neutralizing were vali-
dated by Urquiza et al. [42] through peptide immuni-
zation. It is interesting to know that in this validation
more peptides were indicated by cell binding assays
than in subsequent neutralization experiments. These
peptides carry the essential element of immunogeni-
city and cross-neutralization with a native antigen
rather than the potential to be neutralizing only in a
conformational context.
Prediction of T-cell epitopes and variability of T-cell
antigenicity
For the prediction of T-cell epitopes also an exemplary
approach is presented below, focusing on a few HLA
alleles of particular relevance. EBV is one of the causa-
tive agents of the most prevalent childhood cancer in
equatorial Africa, namely endemic Burkitt’s lymphoma
(eBL) [53]. This in mind we selected human haplotypes
presumably prevalent in the region as these should in
consequence be of particular importance for a vaccine
and utilized publicly available sequence based T-cell epi-
tope predictors to identify potential epitopes on EBV
antigens. In contrast to molecular dynamics based pre-
dictions these classifiers can be scaled efficiently to
screen entire proteomes against a multitude of MHC
alleles for potential T-cell epitopes [54].
Selection of suitable MHC/HLA alleles
Dominant HLA alleles were determined by gathering
frequently occurring class I and II alleles from a publicly
accessible database of allele frequencies for relevant
countries [55]. HLA alleles were ranked by a simple
score formed by the product of the number of countries
they were reported in at minimum levels (usually >=
2%) and median prevalence within those countries.
Class I alleles were further analyzed for population cov-
erage by Population Coverage Calculation, a tool pro-
vided in conjunction with the IEDB [56]. In addition,
MHC supertypes were determined for the highest rank-
ing alleles based on a classification table provided by
Sidney et.al [57]. Table 5 shows HLA alleles and their
supertypes in order of putative relevance for a vaccine
in equatorial Africa.
Regarding genetic immunization (DNA vaccines) the
selection of antigens combining epitopes for as many
MHC/HLA types as possible is feasible. For peptide vac-
cines in contrast this constraint does not apply as pep-
tides from multiple proteins can be combined with as
much or little effort as for a single protein. We exem-
plify the analysis for one specific protein and selected
epitopes for multiple HLA alleles. For that purpose EBV
specific T-cell epitopes were retrieved from IEDB and
allele coverage was analyzed. Among six proteins carry-
ing identified class I T-cell determinants the protein
Table 3 Metrics for estimating the quality of neutralising epitope prediction
protein baseline TP FP TN FN sensitivity specificity accuracy precision MCC
gp110 5.72% 26 141 667 23 0.53 0.83 0.81 0.16 0.21
gp350 (no repeat) 8.05% 47 224 615 26 0.64 0.73 0.73 0.17 0.22
gp350 (single repeat) 8.05% 59 224 615 14 0.81 0.73 0.74 0.21 0.32
gp350 12.35% 95 224 576 17 0.85 0.72 0.74 0.3 0.39
Table 3 provides TP (True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), FN (False Negatives), MCC (Matthews correlation coefficient) for selected sequences.
The baseline value corresponds to the percentage of residues belonging to neutralizing epitopes. For gp350 tree entries have been added, depending whether a
single copy of ‘VTTPTPNATSPT’ is interpreted as False Negatives (FN), namely i) no repeats are considered as predicted, ii) a single repeat is accepted as
predicted, or iii) all four copies are accepted as predicted (default).
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ing epitopes for HLA-A*2301 (A24), HLA-B*3501 (B07)
and HLA-B*1402 (B27).
The possibility of using an unmodified LMP2A DNA
vaccine is set aside because utilizing the entire, unmodi-
fied LMP2A would likely be detrimental, as this protein
resembled a cytoproliferative factor potentially involved
in the development of lymphomas and has been asso-
ciated with autoimmune disorders [58]. For HLA-
A*2301 (A24) and HLA-B*3501 (B07) netMHC provides
artificial neural network (ANN) predictors trained on
allele specific data. Predictions for HLA-B*1402 (B27)
can be done via NetMHCpan which implements a pan-
allele approach extrapolating ligand specificities from
closely related alleles with defined preference.
For MHC class II a few alleles can be found in several
different countries, some of them at high frequencies
(data not shown). Selected class II alleles include
DRB1*1101, DRB1*1102, DRB1*1503, DRB1*0301 and
DRB1*1302. Generally, but in particularly for Uganda
IEDB tools suggest relatively low population coverage
for this allele combination (overall 14.89%). DRB1*1101,
DRB1*0301 and DRB1*1302 ligands were predicted
using NetMHCII, DRB1*1102, and ligands for
DRB1*1503 were derived by applying NetMHCIIpan.
Visualization of T-cell antigenicity
T-cell epitopes are continuous fragments (peptides)
interspersed throughout a protein sequence. In cases
where regions of a protein are to be selected for formu-
lation of a vaccine, independent whether recombinant,
DNA subunit, or peptide vaccine, conservancy should
be considered. Even small changes in sequence may lead
to drastic changes in T-cell antigenicity. Reasons include
reduced ligand affinity by alteration of essential anchor
residues, decreased proteasomal processing, decreased
TAP transport rate, or increased similarity to self anti-
gens. There are different ways to approach these issues.
For the workflow discussed here we show a supportive
method for manual analysis as well as an automated
approach: ‘Conservancy Constrained T-cell Epitope
Clusters’ or CCTECs.
While it is possible and sensible to restrict analysis to
fully conserved clusters most pathogens exhibit at least
some degree of variability even in functionally essential
Table 4 Peptide coverage of neutralizing epitopes
protein baseline number of peptides
selected
percentage (%) of
protein covered
number of potentially neutralizing
peptides selected
coverage of known
neutralizing epitopes
gp110 5.72% 12 19.49% 2 2/3 = 66%
gp350 12.35% 20 35.17% 5 4/4 = 100%
Table 4 gives the number of selected peptides (and percentage of entire protein covered by these) in combination with the percentage of residues belonging to
neutralizing epitopes and coverage of known neutralizing epitopes as an indicator of selection effectiveness for gp110 and gp350. A definition of the baseline is
given in Table 3.
Table 5 HLA alleles particularly indicated for coverage of ethnicities in selected equatorial African countries
HLA allele HLA supertype # of countries prevalence score Cumulative population coverage
B5802 B58 2 10.3 20.6 12.34
B1503 B27 2 7.4 14.8 22.56
B5301 B07 3 4.9 14.7 31.93
B4901 Unclassified 3 4.6 13.8 35.77
B4201 B07 2 6 12 42.23
B4501 B44 3 3.8 11.4 47.41
B1510 B27 2 4.25 8.5 50.57
B1402 B27 2 3.95 7.9 52.84
B3501 B07 3 2.2 6.6 55.8
B8101 B07 2 2.6 5.2 58.49
B5703 B58 2 2.5 5 59.5
B5801 B58 2 2.3 4.6 64.57
A7401 A03 2 2.1 4.2 66.35
B0702 B07 2 1.9 3.8 68.49
B4101 B44 1 2.7 2.7 69.35
A2301 A24 1 2.5 2.5 70.97
Table 5 lists allele data for equatorial Africa as obtained from a publicly accessible allele frequency database. Overall frequencies are biased towards HLA-B
alleles. ‘Countries’ indicates the number of countries with a substantial sub-population, ‘Prevalence’ gives the median of allele prevalence in available datasets,
‘Score’ provides the product of Countries and Prevalence, ‘Cumulative Population Coverage’ resembles the cumulative average coverage of populations in Kenya,
Uganda and Rwanda by adding individual alleles in order of their rank.
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changes we removed only putative ligands where
mutants / sequence variants show drastically decreased
MHC affinity. In the biological context this means
accepting the possibility that T-cell populations may not
be efficiently cross-reactive among all variants. Selection
of the actual immunogen for formulation can be based
on most prevalent peptides, clinically most relevant
pathogen isolates, or variants most likely cross-reactive
with as many other variants as possible. The latter is dif-
ficult to assess as no clear metric has been defined so
far, but may be approached using standard substitution
matrices such as the BLOSUM series [59,60]. As an
alternative and thus alleviating the problem, sets of epi-
topes can be used for vaccine development. In practice
this can be realized by using peptides or possibly short
DNA constructs. Epitope mixtures can either be applied
in a single, combined formulation of peptides, or in a
heterologous vaccine schedule. Either way, using a for-
mulation of mixtures should support the development
of cross-reactive T-cell populations while using a het-
erologous schedule may be more effective in that
respect, as only cross-reactive populations are stimulated
upon boosting with homologous epitopes distinct from
the immune primer.
Manual inspection of data can be insightful in this
context, and we developed a simple system for visualiza-
tion of heterogeneous T-cell epitope prediction results.
The software framework integrates output from class I
(NetMHC, NetMHCpan) and II (NetMHCII, NetMH-
CIIpan) ligand, cytotoxic T-cell epitope (NetCTL), as
well as proteasomal cleavage site (NetChop) prediction
with multiple sequence alignments into a single data
source, as exemplarily shown in Figure 10.
Sequence alignments provided in Figure 10 include
LMP2-A and -B isoforms denoted by leading ‘A_’ and
‘B_’, respectively. Homologous A and B isoforms of Cer-
copithicine herpesvirus_15 (CHV), Cercopithecine her-
pesvirus 12 (HVP) and Macacine herpesvirus 4 (MHV)
were also included to assess conservation across rela-
tively closely related herpes virus species for delineating
indications of constrained sequence evolution.
Conservancy constrained T-cell epitope clusters (CCTEC)
Based on the same data set as used for supporting visual
analysis also detection of conservancy constrained T-cell
epitope clusters (CCTEC) is performed. The idea is to
identify peptides of minimal length which integrate con-
served ligands for as many different HLA/MHC alleles
as possible. This is one approach for tackling the issue
of limited HLA coverage in most peptide vaccines, parti-
cularly when compared to subunit or whole pathogen
strategies, and can be viewed as an alternative or exten-
sion of HLA supertype prediction. HLA supertypes
select peptides which cover multiple HLA alleles, while
epitope clusters may contain overlapping epitopes. If
only class I epitopes are included adequate proteasomal
processing should be considered in analysis. Different
strategies exist for realization such a concept, depending
on whether fixed length peptides are to be selected, only
coverage of individual HLA supertypes is considered, or
if multiple ligands for each HLA are favorably scored as
these will presumably increase the likelihood of peptides
to stimulate a relevant immune response. In addition,
certain diseases show HLA association, which is to be
considered for selecting T-cell epitopes.
The algorithm we describe for this workflow consists
of the following components, based on multiply aligned
sequences where for each sequence numerous predictive
methods are applied:
1. Identification of conserved antigenic peptides.
Conservation of antigenicity refers to the observation
that while sequence can change antigenicity may be
conserved. Vice versa, minimal changes may lead to
severe alteration of antigenicity. We thus do not
require full conservation of aligned (homologous)
peptides predicted to be antigenic but consider drop
of any of them below 500 nM for class I and II pre-
dictions, or below a NetCTL combined score of 0.75
as loss of antigenicity and therefore as an exclusion
criterion. While this step does not explicitly respect
any classical sequence variability filter such as Shan-
non entropy there is implicit preference for more
conserved regions also on the sequence level, as
those are more likely to conserve substantial antige-
nicity as well. The algorithm considers individually
aligned peptides only for the sake of antigenicity
conservation, for cluster formation the alignment is
treated as a virtual sequence containing conserved
regions associated with certain HLA classes.
2. Identification of clusters. Aw i n d o wo faw i d t h
of e.g. 20 amino-acids is moved over the alignment.
HLA alleles specific for antigenic, conserved peptides
within the windows are registered. A length of 20 is
an arbitrarily selected value adequate primarily for
peptide vaccines, where synthesis cost and fidelity
are of relevance, but much less so for DNA or subu-
nit vaccines.
3. Ranking. 20-mers are ranked by the number of
different HLA alleles they serve as ligands. These
epitope cluster containing regions are monitored
including HLAs covered and degree of HLA cover-
age (number of ligands per 20-mer).
For each cluster region of interest individual 20-mer
peptides constituting the alignment in the region can be
accessed and used for formulating a vaccine. Individual
peptides can be shorter than 20 residues e.g. based on
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gaps have to be excluded during manual control of out-
put. Results for our implementation of the algorithm
c a nb ef o u n di nT a b l e6w h e r eo n l yE B VL M P 2 A
sequences were considered for conservancy analysis
although also other organisms are represented in the
alignment. EBV LMP2B was also excluded as the N-
terminally missing region would otherwise be inter-
preted as deletion/variability.
Figure 10 illustrates one of the potential drawbacks or
limitations of selecting peptides containing epitope clus-
ters. The third B3501 epitope (alignment positions 16-
24 ‘SPGGDPDGY’) is only partially conserved, but if
antigenic then this sequence represents a better binder
than the other potential ligands. This epitope may there-
fore dominate the immune response while probably
being largely ineffective with respect to almost 50% of
isolates. Peptide vaccines can potentially avoid this dis-
advantage by selecting individual epitopes without con-
straining to local clusters of high conservancy. Epitope
clusters, on the other hand, may have the potential to
include several moderately conserved ligands for one
allele to alleviate this restriction while reducing the
number of peptides to be synthesized.
Congruency of prediction and literature
To exemplify validation of T-cell epitope prediction for
LMP2, class I T-cell ligands of supertypes relevant for
this study were obtained from the IEDB. We consider
LMP2 to be an interesting target, both from a vaccine
point of view as well as for the sake of demonstration.
Experimentally validated nonamer epitopes for LMP2
extracted from the IEDB are: ‘MGSLEMVPM’ (B07/
HLA-B*3501), ‘RRRWRRLTV’ (B27/-), ‘RRWRRLTVC’
(B27/HLA-B*1402) and ‘PYLFWLAAI’ (A24 /HLA-
A*2301), where supertype and specific allele are given in
parenthesis (if available). Please note that in this context
supertype does not refer to supertype ligands in the
sense of peptides binding to multiple HLA types within
a supertype, but rather that they bind at least one mem-
ber of the supertype as determined by allele typing.
‘MGSLEMVPM’ is fully conserved and is included as
the N-terminal peptide in Figure 10. According to
Figure 10 A snapshot for visualizing T-cell antigenicity of the N-terminal LMP2A. Data from numerous prediction methods were
integrated and visualized in form of an HTML table using a Perl framework. Rows contain aligned EBV sequences; colors indicate degree of
antigenicity for a particular allele. The snapshot was selected for three spots of potential HLA-B3501 antigenicity. Bars below the alignments
indicate (in this order) allele, start position of the ligand, as well as minimum and maximum IC50 in nM of nanomer peptides. Red indicates high
affinity ligands (IC50 in nM around 1), blue indicates low affinity ligands (IC50 in nM around 500).
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to HLA-B*3501 while not being a high affinity binder.
‘RRRWRRLTV’ and ‘RRWRRLTVC’ are strongly over-
lapping. Both are not considered as good candidates for
HLA-B*1402 according to netMHCpan, however
netCTL supertype prediction ranks both high with
respect to supertype B27, which can be considered as
indirect evidence that at least the supertype matches for
‘RRWRRLTVC’. No more detailed typing is included in
the IEDB for ‘RRRWRRLTV’.B o t hp e p t i d e sa r ef u l l y
conserved even on the sequence level across all human
EBV isolates and both LMP2 isoforms. ‘PYLFWLAAI’ is
predicted to be a moderate affinity HLA-A*2301 ligand
and, following NetCTL, is strongly implicated in super-
type A24 antigenicity. Positive NetCTL prediction in
this case is mainly based on high ligand affinity and C-
terminal processing, and additionally the TAP transport
aspect is favorable. A visualization of variability of anti-
genicity for ‘PYLFWLAAI’ comparing viruses is depicted
in Figure 11 (alignment positions 137-145).
Discussion
Computational vaccinology workflows
For reducing development efforts a frequently pursued
approach is usage of existing software components. For
example, pBone and pView rest on Taverna for both,
workflow design and execution. Certainly, each software
application is designed for a specific task and corre-
sponding specifications, consequently the trade off for
adapting software modules has to be kept in mind.
However, using frameworks as Taverna renders compu-
tational vaccinology workflow design and implementa-
tion highly efficient. Similarly, Java offers significant
utility libraries.
Web services are the preferred method of communica-
tion for pBone and pView, being in widespread use and
providing (backed by industry standards) an easy
method for accessing computational resources.
Restricted efficacy is seen when transferring larger data
volumes when e.g. compared to remoting technologies
such as RMI or CORBA. For pBone/pView the compu-
tational efficacy issue can be neglected because real time
responsiveness is not required for such applications.
However, large data volumes have to be kept in mind
for bioinformatics applications, where Taverna tends to
cause problems distributing 10+ MB of data between
workflow modules. This problem is rooted in the way
web services operate, as the SOA protocol uses XML as
a basis for messages. XML parsers often have problems
dealing with large files because building the XML data
structure is a computationally expensive task. For exam-
ple, a series of PSI-BLAST runs which were calculated
for the homology mapping of the EBV virus resulted in
overall 30 GB of data, individual sequences produced
PSI-BLAST results of 8 to 10 MB. To combat these data
size issues pBone was designed for using file storage,
subsequently allowing exchange of file identifiers rather
than files as such. A technology currently spreading
throughout the Java community is object-relational-
mapping. The frequently utilized implementation via
Hibernate significantly simplifies the development of
database access code. Using Hibernate allows switching
the focus to developing application code rather than
data persistence code, in turn substantially decreasing
overall development time.
Bioinformatics is a fast evolving area commonly fea-
turing short software life cycles, often due to major
improvements or development of alternative solutions.
When requiring input from multiple sources as is the
case in computational vaccinology designing non-mono-
lithic, flexible and adaptable software applications is
therefore a logical step. The practical problem faced is
that designing such software applications takes more
Table 6 Listing of top-ranked peptides for LMP2A
Conservancy Constrained T-cell Epitope Cluster (CCTEC)
analysis
start stop HLA count alleles
177 196 5 A2301(1), B3501(2), B7(1), B27(1), A24(1)
178 197 5 A2301(1), B3501(2), B7(1), B27(1), A24(1)
179 198 5 A2301(1), B3501(2), B7(1), B27(1), A24(1)
230 249 5 A2301(1), B3501(1), B7(1), B27(2), A24(1)
236 255 5 A2301(1), B3501(1), B7(1), B27(4), A24(1)
237 256 5 A2301(1), B3501(1), B7(1), B27(4), A24(1)
243 262 5 A2301(1), B3501(1), B27(1), A24(1), B1402(1)
349 368 5 A2301(1), B1402(1), B7(1), B27(2), A24(1)
350 369 5 A2301(1), B1402(2), B7(1), B27(2), A24(1)
351 370 5 A2301(2), B1402(2), B7(1), B27(2), A24(2)
352 371 5 A2301(2), B1402(2), B7(1), B27(2), A24(2)
353 372 5 A2301(2), B1402(2), B7(1), B27(2), A24(2)
354 373 5 A2301(2), B1402(2), B7(1), B27(2), A24(2)
355 374 5 A2301(2), B1402(2), B7(1), B27(2), A24(2)
120 139 4 A2301(1), B3501(1), B7(1), A24(1)
121 140 4 A2301(1), B3501(1), B7(1), A24(1)
122 141 4 A2301(1), B3501(1), B7(1), A24(1)
123 142 4 A2301(1), B3501(1), B7(1), A24(1)
124 143 4 A2301(1), B3501(1), B7(2), A24(1)
125 144 4 A2301(2), B3501(1), B7(2), A24(2)
Table 6 provides the top 20 peptides from conservancy constrained class I T-
cell epitope cluster scan ranked by number of covered HLA alleles. ‘Start’ and
‘Stop’ indicate start and stop residues of the proposed region on the
alignment and need therefore not be congruent with positions on the
reference sequence. ‘HLA count’ indicates how many different class I HLA
alleles and supertypes are covered including the alleles HLA-A*2301, HLA-
B*3501, HLA-B*1402 and supertypes B7, B27, A24. Numbers in parenthesis
indicate how many ligands were identified within the screening window (20
amino acids) per allele/supertype.
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defined task, accenting the importance of a reasonable
assessment of flexibility on the one and focus on the
other hand. pBone and pView have been made for
bioinformatics-rich environments with the analysis of
proteins in mind. However, allowing pBone to make use
of an expandable list of bioinformatics tools made it
necessary to create a wrapper providing this flexibility.
Multiple sequence alignments and variability are a
central part of the visualization concept of pView. At
the first glimpse pView looks similar to the popular
sequence alignment viewer Jalview. Indeed, both make
use of similar concepts such as an MSA centered view,
web-services, and inclusion of project support features.
The facultative focus on processes with access to a cen-
tral data repository resembles one of the most signifi-
cant differences, allowing pBone/pView fast processing
of large data volumes. One additional aspect is the ease
of adding or editing of (also overlapping) annotations.
Annotations are an important collaborative feature, as
well as necessary for project controlling. Support for
persistence of annotations to a central (pBone) reposi-
tory was therefore included. To support easy extendibil-
ity pView allows addition of new data formats and
visualization on a ’plugin’ basis.
Identification of vaccine targets
Various strategies and predictors exist for selecting vac-
cine targets and antigenic determinants, also in patho-
gens less well studied than EBV. Available predictors
used in the presented workflow were selected based on
superior or at least representative performance judged
by state-of-the-art. In many cases comparable alternative
methods exist or larger consensus predictions could be
included, as is usually the case in a bioinformatics envir-
onment. Applied workflows therefore can only represent
one possible realization within a larger set of options.
Selection of B-cell targets is strongly synonymous with
annotation of genomes, as the assignment of function is
usually indicative for relevance e.g. in metabolism,
pathogenesis, and possibly conservation across isolates.
Expression of proteins only during certain phases of the
pathogen life cycle, an aspect sometimes criticized for
vaccines generated from cultivated pathogens, is of par-
ticular relevance. Similarly, antigen abundance can be
tackled to a certain degree utilizing transcriptomics or
proteomics data (or alternatively sequencing methods)
[61-63]. While level of expression is of high importance
for T- as well as B-cell epitopes, understanding of
expression variability during pathogen life-cycle such as
early and late viral genes can be of importance [64,65].
It is not yet clear whether mimcry or natural immunity
should be the aim particularly in chronically infecting
pathogens, where immune responses in naive hosts are
by definition not particularly successful for clearance of
infection. Immuno-diversion or -evasion through speci-
fic pathogenicity factors may be more often the problem
than lack of effective epitopes or epitope variability.
Homology mapping allows the usage of known epi-
topes on proteins to predict epitope regions on related
Figure 11 Color coded display of variability of antigenicity comparing virus isolates in a region associated with an experimentally
determined epitope. NetCTL (left block) and NetMHC (right block) predictions for supertype A24 and specifically HLA-A2301 are shown,
respectively. The area represented is centered around known A2301/supertype A24 ligand peptide ‘PYLFWLAA’ starting at alignment position
137. Sequences in the alignments are in the same order as in Figure 10, where the first four and last two sequences are not of EBV origin.
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ogy between biological entities is common practice for
various tasks such as gene or protein annotation. Thus
the idea of using epitope information from homologous
proteins for predicting epitope regions is obvious. Pre-
vious work has demonstrated that PSI-BLAST provides
an eligible basis particularly for detecting moderate
remote homology [66,67].
As in all mapping procedures a few key components
exerting major influence on the final outcome have to
be respected. The use of the UniRef90 sequence data-
base for generation of the PSI-BLAST homology net-
work reduces runtime and overcomes the problem of
over-emphasizing groups of closely related sequences.
Using cascading PSI-BLAST may therefore at least in
theory be more sensitive to biases resulting in less sensi-
tive searches. In our example the use of only three PSI-
BLAST iterations and a stringent cutoff for the final,
non-iterative BLAST against the Herpesviridae (e-value
<= 10
-20) ensured that only highly homologous
sequences are identified. In contrast to other remote
homology detection methods which focus on overall
homology at least of domains, our method uses this
concept as a first step and then focuses on identified
regions containing experimentally validated epitopes.
Naturally, mapping of protective antigens can be of
great value in vaccine design per se. We attempt to
make use of as much information as possible by map-
ping homologous regions of those reported to be
involved in protective immune responses. In conse-
quence each significant PSI-BLAST alignment has to be
re-evaluated in the context of individual neutralizing
peptides. This approach ensures that relevant regions lie
within aligned regions, and that the overall secondary
structure correlates. Even if simple one-to-one mappings
already allow carrying forward experimentally verified
data on epitope sequences, the use of multiple mapping
steps within a homology network is valuable since it
allows propagating information among distantly related
proteins at the borderline of PSI-BLAST sensitivity.
Care has to be taken, however, to avoid false positive
mappings. Alternatively, CSI-BLAST [68] may be
applied which was reported to be more sensitive than
the widely used NCBI-BLAST.
Sequence areas supported by mapping of multiple epi-
topes even of different pathogens may indicate that such
an area allows targeting several of these pathogens with
one peptide when using homologous region if they are
at least moderately conserved.
Expectations towards Systems Biology in supporting
an understanding of host-pathogen interactions are sub-
stantial. While relatively new, this field has already pro-
duced encouraging results [69]. Chronically infecting
p a t h o g e n sl i k eE B Va r ei nt h i sc o n t e x to fp a r t i c u l a r
interest due to extensive mechanisms for interfering
with the host’s immune system aimed at provoking
immune evasion or misdirection [70]. For vaccinology
insights into such mechanisms are central for identifying
pathogen factors crucial for maintaining viral life-cycle
(or even leading to subsequent diseases as malignancies).
We exemplarily focused on the molecular environ-
ment of differentially regulated CD9 on B-cells, a factor
associated with the primary EBV receptor CD21, for
deriving some of the effects EBV may have on host-cell
network organization and function. While EBV can also
infect CD21 negative cells (probably through binding to
B-cells first) this complement receptor clearly plays a
central role in EBV pathogenesis [17]. According to
UNIPROT CD21 is expressed on mature B-lymphocytes
as well as on some other immunologically relevant cell
types and further on pharyngeal epithelial cells. This is
of particular interest as the two groups of malignancies
which have been speculated to be most likely associated
with EBV infection are lymphoid tumours (primarily of
B-cell origin) as well as nasopharyngeal carcinomas.
Several observations can be made in a Systems Biology
analysis. Among the 48 human factors being in context
to EBV in a CD9-centered interaction network 12 are
directly targeted by HHV-4 proteins while none of the
direct binders is differentially regulated. Probably most
apparent is the strong presence of immunologically rele-
vant players (12 of 48). This may not seem astonishing
as the network was built around down-regulated CD9,
thus likely including factors involved in B-cell regula-
tion, although data on differential regulation were
derived from epithelial cells and not B-cells. While
CD21 is present in epithelial cells, this specific enrich-
ment of functionality centrally assigned to B-cells is an
interesting finding when targeting a virus infecting both
cell types. This finding certainly raises the question in
how far pathogenicity mechanisms of EBV are specia-
lized for epithelial cells or B-cells, or work similarly in
both. There is certainly one major exception, however,
as EBV only shows a latent (dormant) status in the B-
cell lineage. Concerning interference with homeostatic
B-cell regulation, the latency associated antigen LMP2
plays a major role as has been shown previously [71].
LMP2 prevents EBV reactivation in latently infected
cells through suppression of SYK and LYN activity [72].
On the other hand this protein bypasses developmental
checkpoints allowing immature B-cells to proliferate, an
aspect which may be associated with malignancy. Simi-
larly LMP1, a functional CD40 homologue [73], exerts
major effects on control of B-cell proliferation [74]. The
association with CD209 (DC-SIGN) is not unexpected
as this protein is known to bind several envelope viruses
including human cytomegalovirus, a relative of EBV
[75]. The third observation is the strong enrichment of
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ven out of 48 proteins present in the interaction graph
have been explicitly associated with cancer.
The direct interaction between the latency associated
protein EBNA2 and the host factor MCP (CD46) is also
of particular interest. MCP acts as a receptor for multi-
ple pathogens including Measles virus and Human Her-
pesvirus 6 [76,77], the latter being phylogenetically
related to EBV. MCP exhibits several immunity asso-
ciated functionalities, one being a co-stimulatory factor
for T-helper cell development which enact at least part
of their potential through IL-10 release [78]. Generally,
the immune-evasive strateg yo fE B Va p p e a r st or e s t
strongly on IL-10, as the virus itself also codes for an
IL-10 homologue (vIL-10; BCRF1) being expressed dur-
ing the lytic cycle. The immunosuppressive effects
mediated through regulatory T-cells during EBV latency
may also exert certain side effects pertaining to auto-
immune-disease. Hypothetically this may happen
through the inability (or decreased efficiency) to fully
resolve certain infections in the presence of EBV.
IMPDH2, a rate limiting enzyme of guanine nucleo-
tide synthesis, is consistently down-regulated, much in
contrary to what may be expected during oncogenic
transformation or increased metabolic needs for virus
production. While there is no safe way to generalize
findings found for specific tumors, at least in colorectal
cancer up-regulation of this protein and associated
auto-antibodies were observed [79]. The down-regula-
tion seen may result from anti-viral mechanisms striving
to limit the metabolic rate (or may reflect the epithelial
origin of the transcriptomics data used). However,
IMPDH2 was not reported as consistently differentially
regulated in the ‘meta-B’ dataset presented by Chen et
al. in both, nasopharyngeal carcinoma and primary effu-
sion lymphoma [34]. Similarly, MAP3K5 up-regulation
may be a reaction to viral infection as this protein is
thought to be associated with apoptotic death [80].
Interestingly, this is also the case in latently infected
cells suggesting viral mechanisms to overcome this
apoptotic stimulus. Of relevance in this context is the
finding of the down-regulation of the pro-apoptotic fac-
tor TRIP12. Down-regulation of APPBP1 (NAE1) is
somewhat unexpected as it may suggest attempted cell-
cycle arrest also in latently infected cells, while on the
other hand avoiding the apoptotic stimulus [81]. How-
ever, this may be a tissue specific assumption as apopto-
sis data was generated in neuronal tissue. Laminin
receptor ITGA6 is down-regulated during latent infec-
tion but up-regulated during recurrent infection.
The further observation of potential interest derived
on the Systems Biology analysis of EBV infection is the
interaction between BALF4 (gp110;gB) and human
LAMB1 (Laminin subunit beta-1) as well as FN1
(fibronectin). BALF4, and at least its homologue in
HHV-1 (UL27;gB), act as essential secondary receptors
after initial activity of the primary adhesin (BLLF1 in
the case of EBV). UL27 is also essential for initial
attachment to host proteoglycans [82]. gp110 is also of
specific interest for homology mapping and epitope pre-
diction as this protein is highly conserved in herpes-
viruses and present in fairly diverse viral species. EBV
gp350 (BLLF1) binds to host CD21, and in a second
step BALF4 is required for host-membrane fusion
[47,82-84]. As LAMB2 and FN1 are both components of
the extracellular matrix this may suggest a way to enrich
in certain tissues lacking CD21. An alternative interpre-
tation is the potential enrichment of laminins such as
LAMB1 (or alternatively fibronectin) in the viral mem-
brane, as these may potentially serve as primary recep-
tors interfacing with gp110. While this may seem far-
fetched, LAMB1 and FN1 bind to integrins (receptors)
ITGA3 and ITGB1, as well as LAMB1 alone binds to
ITGA7. The integrins ITGA3 and ITGB1 also directly
interact with CD9 and CD19 suggesting that a hypothe-
tical uptake of laminins or fibronectin in the viral mem-
brane would utilize similar membrane complexes as the
classical CD19 assembly. According to UNIPROT anno-
tation LAMB1 is thought to interact with other laminins
through coiled coil structures and can be taken up by a
high affinity receptor. The reduction of extracellular
matrix in cell-cultures may thus be part of the reason
why the tissue tropism of EBV seems to be more
restricted in-vitro than in-vivo.A lso, an increased
amount of BALF4 in mature virions can expand tropism
to epithelial cells [84,85]. To verify this adhesion
hypothesis EBV particle proteomics would be helpful, as
host proteins have been shown to be components of vir-
ions in Herpes simplex virus 1 [85-87].
The presented interaction network in particular sug-
gests LMP2, EBNA2 and BALF4 (gp110) for inclusion
into a list of vaccine targets resulting from the Systems
Biology analysis of interfacing to host cellular processes
involved in both, immunological response as well as
neoplastic disorders.
Methods for selecting candidate B-cell antigens and
epitopes for protective immune responses have been sig-
nificantly put forward in the recent past [25,88]. Particu-
larly with respect to protective epitopes we stress to
include functional considerations for B-cell epitope pre-
diction, essentially ranking pure antigenicity as a sec-
ondary selection criterion. We consider functionally well
accessible sites as preferred targets for stimulating an
immune response interfering with relevant pathogen (or
other target) functionality. Such considerations primarily
pertain to peptide vaccines although it may well be
extended to entire domains and select recombinant anti-
gens. The presented approach primarily relies on the
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et al. [88], as well as inclusion of potential binding sites
in disordered regions [89]. This concept will have to be
significantly expanded as new predictors for functional
sites [90-92] and annotation resources with respect to
target coverage expand [93,9 4 ] .F r o mo u rp o i n to fv i e w
prediction of B-cell epitopes is far less an issue for one
specific epitope prediction routine than a suite of bioin-
formatics resources for characterizing a candidate pro-
tein. Routines applied in this area are naturally in
constant flow due to generally short software life-cycles
in bioinformatics. Dedicated predictors for continuous as
well as discontinuous epitopes are just one element. In
the study presented here semi-manual analysis of protec-
tivity yielded encouraging results. Comparison of preci-
sion and baseline for amino acid based comparison and
particularly coverage of known neutralizing epitopes
clearly demonstrate the practical benefit for utilizing
such tools in vaccinology. The concept of considering
functionally conserved sites is naturally also applicable to
T-cell epitopes. In this context it will also be interesting
whether furin dependent maturation of EBV gp110 is
therapeutically tangible [47]. In the realm of T-cell epi-
tope prediction several successful methods have been
published. For this study we selected a number of human
HLA alleles relevant for equatorial Africa and integrated
predictions performed by several of the CBS tools
(netMHC, netCTL, netMHCpan, netChop, netMHCII-
pan) into a format amenable for visual analysis of varia-
bility of antigenicity. In this context it is worth
mentioning that while the difference between antigenicity
and immunogenicity of peptides is a highly important
concept it is often underappreciated in immunoinfor-
matics practice. Modeling of immunological pathways
will likely improve prediction of antigenicity, whereas
immunogenicity and immunodominance are decidedly
less well understood and represented in models. Never-
theless we see prediction of antigenicity as a reasonable
estimate of immunogenicity and immunodominance.
While manual analysis of single sequences for a reduced
set of alleles has its merits it is often necessary to screen
proteins or entire proteomes for peptides covering multi-
ple alleles. Cluster contained epitopes may not necessarily
be immuno-dominant during natural infection but may
still provide the merit of broad HLA/MHC coverage. This
approach tends to identify supertype binders for several
MHC classes or alternatively potentially overlapping epi-
topes depending on the length of input epitopes and
length of the output peptides. We term this concept ‘Con-
servancy Constrained T-cell Epitope Cluster (CCTEC)’
and understand it as a complement or extension of pre-
viously published methods for optimizing vaccine coverage
[95]. For the implementation presented here we used fixed
width windows leading to ranked peptides of equal length.
While this is a straightforward approach it may be pre-
ferred to allow peptides within a certain length range, pos-
sibly applying a penalty function for particularly long
peptides. This would lead to most efficient selections in
terms of covering most alleles with as few amino acids to
be included as possible. As an additional advantage C-
terminal processing of epitopes would be less relevant as
at least a fraction of the epitopes would end with the clus-
ter C-terminus thus potentially leading to enhanced avail-
ability for MHC loading. Also it may be desirable to
weight specific alleles and allele classes differently, for
example for achieving optimal coverage of one supertype
before searching for additional supertype specificities. One
aspect to consider for T-cell epitope clusters is that they
are probably best suited for DNA vaccines, as encoded
proteins go through the proteasome for which good pre-
dictive models such as netChop are available. For peptide
and subunit vaccines the lysosomal pathway of proteolysis
should apply, so the prediction of dominantly produced
peptides ready for cross-presentation [96] may be a hurdle
for efficient application of CCTECs in dendritic cell based
(T-cell focused) peptide vaccines. In any case, validation of
T-cell epitopes, optimally in suitable animal models [97],
is of crucial importance due to various difficult to predict
factors [98].
Conclusions
Integration of bioinformatics workflows for target, pep-
tide, or subunit selections, combined with experimental
results and overall management of such distributed
knowledge are key for enabling efficient and high quality
vaccine designs. Integration is of particular relevance for
pathogens where experimental setups are complicated
or nested, e.g. for determining optimal dosage of adju-
vants suited for specific steering of immune responses
[99]. We consider a better integration of literature
mining results with standard procedures for target selec-
tion and decision making as further key area, next to the
specific relevance of a multitude of bioinformatics pro-
cedures in the context of computational vaccinology [4].
Certainly most of the immunoinformatics modules need
further improvement and new models have to be
derived e.g. for accessing cross-reactivity between epi-
topes [100]. The latter is of crucial importance to decide
on the number of epitopes necessary to efficiently cover
a site with given variability, or to decide whether host or
unrelated pathogen epitopes may be cross-reactive.
Among the many aspects to be improved, homology
mapping should not remain focused on continuous epi-
topes only, but attempts should be made to map any
type of protectivity data. Omics data will be needed
including splicing information, as suggested e.g. by
opposed effects of human ST5 and particularly impli-
cated for isoform abundance altering viruses such as
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cing will be seen in the near future [102].
Methods
Data sources and retrieval
All protein sequences associated with the family of Her-
pesviridae were retrieved from NCBI. As of August 2009
the Herpesviridae family contained 31,844 sequences.
B-cell epitopes for all herpes viruses were downloaded
from the IEDB [103] in XML format (data status as of
May 2009). Peptide sequences and additional data such
as functional effect of antibodies were extracted from
this source. For the purpose of protectivity prediction
we consider ‘antibody leading to biological activity’ as
sufficiently precise.
Two complete EBV genomes have so far been depos-
ited at the NCBI, namely EBV type 1 (wt) and EBV type
2 (strain AG876), where these assemblies may be recon-
stituted from multiple isolates [104,105]. In addition to
these two complete standard (reference) sequences
numerous partial genomes from other viral isolates are
available.
Homology modeling
Homology models were generated using MODELLER
version 9v6 [106]. Adequate templates were identified
using BLAST searches against RCSB PDB (part of
wwPDB) sequences [107]. PDB entries 3FVC and 2H6O
for gp110 and gp350, respectively, were identified and
u s e dd u r i n gt h em o d e l i n gp r o c e s s .T h es e q u e n c ea v a i l -
able from PDB entry 3FVC and the equivalent part of
gp110 are to 99% identical. In the case of gp350 the two
sequence parts are to 98% identical. For multi-chain
models the modeling setup was based on the data pro-
vided in ‘model-multichain.py’. Loops were optimized
using the ‘dope’ loop model. For optimization, the func-
tions ‘library_schedule’ (VTFM optimization) and
‘md_level’ were both set to ‘slow’.
For asparagine and glutamine amide rotamer correc-
tion we used NQ-Flipper [108], for visualization of 3D
molecular structures we used Pymol [109].
Prediction of B-cell epitopes
Functional context was assigned by ANCHOR (disorder
to order transitions in motif contexts) [89,110], or effec-
tive prediction involving protective sites [88]. Methods
for prediction of continuous B-cell epitopes comprised
COBEpro [111], FBCpred [112] and PCA19 previously
reported in association with protectivity prediction [88],
complemented by a method referred to as clusters of
optimal peptides (COP). Briefly, the proposed protectiv-
ity predictions work through machine-learning models
based on 10-mer peptides featuring an unweighted total
score integrating maximum antigenicity, minimized
probability for post-translational modifications, and
minimal variability. Instead of using these models the
optimized 10-mers can be directly used for determina-
tion of clusters. For the COP approach we selected at
least the 25 most-optimal peptides per protein and
retrieved sequence stretches where selected peptides
overlap as most promising areas. Screening for discon-
tinuous epitopes on crystallized or modeled protein
domains was done by utilizing DiscoTope [113] and Elli-
Pro [114].
All methods were applied using standard settings for
each routine, for COBEpro a minimum cutoff value of
15 was used. For assessment of trans-membrane topol-
ogy MEMSAT3 [115] and TMHMM2 [116,117] were
used, sequence-based solvent accessibility prediction was
done applying Sable [118,119]. Protein glycosylation was
determined using NetNGlyc and NetOGlyc [120,121].
Presence and boundaries of protein internal repeats
were analyzed using RADAR [50], HHrepID [51], and
by performing manual inspection. Quality of B-cell epi-
tope predictions was measured using sensitivity, specifi-
city, accuracy and the Matthews correlation coefficient
(MCC), a common measure for the quality of binary
classification [122,123].
Prediction of T-cell epitopes
T-cell epitopes were predicted using tools provided by
the Center of Biological Sequence analysis, Technical
University of Denmark. In particular NetMHC 3.0
[124,125], NetCTL v1.2 [126], NetMHCII v1.1 [127] and
NetChop v3.0 [128] were applied. For class I and class
II epitopes where no dedicated classifiers were provided
ligand affinities as determined by NetMHC, NetMHC-
pan [129], and NetMHCIIpan [130] were used.
pBone/pView relevant software and software libraries
Software platforms and libraries necessary for realizing
the technical implementation of the concept of pBone /
pView presented in this publication are available in the
public domain. Workflow design and execution can be
realized using Taverna [16] (http://www.taverna.org.uk/).
The Taverna Workbench (http://www.mygrid.org.uk/
tools/taverna/taverna-1/taverna-download/) provides an
easy to use graphical interface for workflow design, the
Taverna Remote Execution Service (http://www.mygrid.
org.uk/tools/taverna/associated-tools/taverna-remote-
exec ution/) allows to schedule and execute workflows
on a dedicated server. The Remote Execution Service
provides an easy to use REST webservice interface
which can be utilized to manage workflows directly
within pView. The module wrapper can be realized
using plain Java. Implementation of a common interface
ensures that wrapped modules can be registered at the
Module Registration Global Webservice. Housekeeping
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data can be achieved by interacting with the other
pBone software components, execution of the wrapped
program can be realized using the Java System class
which provides functionality to execute system com-
mands in a separated sub-process. The Module Registra-
tion Global Web Service can be realized using the
Apache Axis (http://ws.apache.org/axis2/) library to
expose modules via a webservice, and Apache Tomcat
(http://tomcat.apache.org/) to deploy it. Instead of those
two components Soaplab [131] (http://soaplab.source-
forge.net/) could be used to expose command-line pro-
g r a m sa sw e b s e r v i c e ,h o w e v e rs o m ea d d i t i o n a lc o d ef o r
required housekeeping functionality would still be
necessary. The other pBone software components, such
as the Central File Heap or the Project Manager, are
straight forward to implement using Java as program-
ming language, the Hibernate framework (http://www.
hibernate.org/) for object relational mapping, and
MySQL (http://www.mysql.com/) as database manage-
ment system. However, using well defined interfaces for
each component and keeping a modular design in mind
is critical for a successful implementation. Based on
individual needs the single components can be intercon-
nected using webservices or may be aggregated into a
single monolithic component.
The concept of pView may be realized using Java
Swing and a conventional model view control architec-
ture. Basically, data generated during workflow execu-
tion can be retrieved via the corresponding pBone
components, e.g. Central File Heap, Dataobject Tracker
and Project Manager, transformed into an adequate data
structure using the reader supplied with the correspond-
ing visualization plugin and visualized with the visualiza-
tion component supplied by the visualization plugin.
Arranging those data structures in a graph like data
structure eases the implementation of the range selec-
tion propagation features. Communication can be rea-
lized via webservices using Apache Axis. The BioJava
[132] (http://biojava.org/wiki/Main_Page)- and the Phy-
logenetic Analysis Library [133] (http://www.cebl.auck-
land.ac.nz/pal-project/) come in handy for reading
various file formats. The JFreeChart library (http://www.
jfree.org/jfreechart/) provides straight forward ways to
realize chart based visualizations. The Java Universal
Network/Graph Framework (http://jung.sourceforge.net/
) can be used to manage the data structures in a graph
like data structure. Instead of implementing pView from
scratch it can be realized by extending Jalview [20]
(http://www.jalview.org/).
A comprehensive set of workflow modules can be
assembled from public domain software. For example
the calculation of multiple sequence alignments can be
realized using MUSCLE [134]. Memsat3 [115], Sable
[118] and Psipred [135] allow to predict trans-mem-
brane domains, solvent accessibility and secondary
structure, respectively.
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